
ModestoTM

clear top counter
FABRIC SET UP

Includes:
- 4 long aluminum poles
- 4 short aluminum poles
- 4 feet
- 4 top caps
- 3 shelves
      (Two birch color with grooves and one clear plexi)

1) Feed screw end of 
long poles into bot-
tom shelf. Make sure 
grooved side of shelf is 
facing you.

2) Screw each foot 
onto poles at all four 
corners.

3) Place middle shelf onto top of 
long poles. Make sure grooved 
side of shelf in facing down.Stand counter 

up right on feet.

4) Screw each short 
pole into the middle 
shelf at all four corners.

5) Place clear plexi shelf 
onto top of short poles.

6) Screw each cap 
into all four corners.

7) Place graphic around 
counter and connect zipper.

8) Zip graphic up and 
adjust if needed.

Your counter is now 
assembled and ready 
for fabric graphics to 
be applied.



1) Feed screw end of 
long poles into bot-
tom shelf. Make sure 
grooved side of shelf is 
facing you.

2) Screw each foot 
onto poles at all four 
corners.

Stand counter 
up right on feet.

Sintra SET UP

8) Screw the rest of 
the short poles into the 
middle shelf.

9) Place clear plexi shelf 
onto top of short poles.

10) Screw each cap 
into all four corners.

3) Insert sintra graph-
ics into grove of bottom 
shelf. Make sure image 
is facing out.

4) Gently push down on 
top of sintra graphics 
to secure them into the 
bottom grooves. Repeat 
this for all four sides.

5) Place middle shelf onto 
top of long poles and sintra 
panels. Make sure grooved 
side of shelf in facing down.

7) Screw in two of the 
short poles into the 
middle shelf at opposite 
corners. This will begin 
to line up the sintra 
panels in the middle 
shelves grooves.

8) Adjust sintra panels 
as needed to line up in 
grooves.


